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Comment
FROM FIONA HODGSON, CHIEF EXECUTIVE, SNIPEF

Moving towards
a positive future
When the Covid-19 pandemic hit in March 2020,
we did not see it coming, and while the last
12 months have very much been a whirlwind
of uncertainty, as an organisation it has made
us sit up, react, and do things differently.
With government legislation, guidance and
funding initiatives changing almost daily,
members turned to us for help and advice in
unprecedented numbers and we responded
using email, telephone and Zoom calls, weekly
news updates, webinars and information
bulletins to name but a few methods.
For our members, this reinforced the value of
membership. For SNIPEF, it provided new ways
to serve our members and learn first-hand from
you what the key priorities are for your business
as we come out the other side of the pandemic,
and move to a brighter, greener future.
With the insight that we gained from our
members during the pandemic, SNIPEF
defined four key areas to look to in 2021, taking
us from a difficult time to a positive future.
These areas are:

COMPETENCY AND COMPLIANCE
How often have you been called in to rectify
dangerous and potentially lethal work carried
out by so-called “plumbers” who are not
properly trained? How often did you provide
a quote to the homeowner in the first instance
but lost the work as your price was deemed
too expensive? This creates an uneven playing
field and, as well as putting others at risk, has
implications on apprenticeships, skills and the
wider economy.
In 2021, we will build a case to take to the
Scottish Government and Northern Ireland
Executive, pressing them to bring in protection
of title to make “Plumber” a regulated
profession underpinned by a single register of
plumbers. We know this will take time, but we
believe the time is right for this change.
4 / SNIPEF / PlumbHeat

Members have told us about the
real issue of getting qualified labour.
During 2021, SNIPEF will focus its
activities not just on upskilling the existing
workforce but also on adding to it”
THE GREEN AGENDA
The Scottish Government and the Northern
Ireland Executive both have ambitions to reach
net zero carbon emissions by 2045 and 2050
respectively. Decarbonisation of heat is only one
part of the net zero ambition, albeit a crucial
part, and one in which the plumbing industry
has a major part to play.
While SNIPEF has been working with various
government and industry groups to ensure that
this work is undertaken by skilled plumbing and
heating engineers, there is a suggestion in some
quarters that there is not sufficient time to
train the next generation of plumbers and not
sufficient demand from those operating in the
industry to upskill. Unless our sector rises to the
challenge, we may see competition from other
sectors and this would be a real loss to what
we believe to be the green plumbing future.
Over the next five years SNIPEF will work
with our members to upskill to low carbon
technologies and with government and other
key stakeholders to ensure there is a clear and
transparent pipeline of work, as well as consumer
education and incentives.

COMMERCIAL RECOVERY AND BREXIT
Unfair payment practice continues to plague
the construction sector; impacting productivity,
investment, and growth. Too often I hear
instances of members being asked to cut prices
to secure contracts, waiting long periods of time
for, or worse never receiving, cash retentions on

Fiona Hodgson,
Chief Executive,
SNIPEF

Our manifesto
explains the four
key areas where we
want to see action

work which they have completed, suffering major
cash flow issues through late payment and being
on the receiving end of someone higher up the
supply chain becoming insolvent. The system
was broken long before the pandemic, but the
problem may be exacerbated by it.
That is why in our manifesto we are asking
government to legislate for the use of project
bank accounts, mandate 30-day payment terms,
legislate to protect cash retentions and procure
on a whole life basis and not at lowest cost.
The repercussions of Brexit and Covid-19 are
likely to continue to be felt for some time in
terms of increased lead times, skills shortages,
product standards and increased product prices.
SNIPEF will continue to work collaboratively with
other trade and professional organisations to
ensure that your voices are heard both at a UK
and devolved level.

EMPLOYMENT, SKILLS AND SAFETY
Members have told us about the real issue of
getting qualified labour and, with the reduction
in apprentice numbers in recent years, the
problem is likely to get worse. During 2021,
SNIPEF will focus not just on upskilling the
existing workforce but also on adding to it by
increasing the number of apprentices, through

We will continue to promote the
benefits of a healthy workforce, both
from an occupational and mental
health perspective, and have asked for a
construction industry mental health mentor”

the introduction of pathways for experienced
workers to enter the industry. We are also aware
that there continues to be a contingency of
operatives working in the industry with no formal
qualifications. We need to develop a means for
them to prove their competency to meet the
future demands of CLC/CSCS.
Throughout 2020 we spoke to members and
produced guidance for them about working safely
during the pandemic. In 2021, we will continue
to promote the benefits of a healthy workforce,
both from an occupational and mental health
perspective, and have asked government in our
manifesto to introduce a mental health mentor
for the construction industry.
The manifesto is featured in this issue of
PlumbHeat and I urge our members who are
based in Scotland to use it with your own local
candidates to help gather momentum, because
much of what we want to see happen will need
government intervention. A similar approach will
be developed for members in Northern Ireland
ahead of the elections in May 2022.
The pandemic has in many ways induced a
positive change for SNIPEF in the way in which
we engage with our members and collaborate
with other stakeholders. We are positive about
what the future holds for our industry.
While there may be many changes ahead, what
remains constant and at the forefront of what
we do is SNIPEF’s vision for a future in which all
operatives working in the plumbing and heating
industry are competent and qualified, with a
resilient and sustainable construction landscape
in which plumbing and heating firms can develop,
compete and thrive.
Spring / 2021 / 5

Future vision

New generation

Discover the change
we want to see in
the industry in our
manifesto / Page 14

Celebrating Scottish
Apprenticeship Week
with our apprentice’s
diary / Page 27

LATEST FROM AROUND THE FEDERATION
INDUSTRY NEWS

Health and Safety
Test goes online
Digital option allows
SNIJIB assessment
process to continue
While normal operations
remain restricted by Covid-19
regulations, SNIJIB has once
again gone the extra mile to
ensure that most plumbing and
heating operatives can still sit
their Health and Safety Test.
The Board, made up of
members of SNIPEF and Unite
the Union, has introduced digital
technology to offer the tests
to companies that have
Registered Invigilators.
The move, which means faster
booking and instant marking, is
important because the SNIJIB/
Construction Skills Certification
Scheme (CSCS) Grade Card
expires every five years, and
the Card is evidence not only
of an operative’s profession but
also that they have passed the
Health and Safety Test.
Operatives working for
companies that do not have
a Registered Invigilator are
usually required to sit the Health
and Safety Test at the SNIJIB
headquarters in Edinburgh.
However, this is not possible
at the moment as the Covid-19
pandemic means that SNIJIB
staff are currently working
from home.
To ensure the assessments
can continue, directors, partners
or owners of plumbing and
heating firms can apply to

become Registered Invigilators
by contacting SNIJIB. Their
employees will then become
eligible to sit the test online.
Once employees successfully
complete the test, their Grade
Cards will be issued to them
within one week.
Fiona Hodgson, Chief
Executive of SNIPEF, said:
“Safety is at the heart of
everything we do. It underpins
the sector and, if work cannot
be carried out safely, it should
not be attempted.
“The Health and Safety Test
is necessary for CSCS cards,
which are proof of training
and qualification to work on
construction sites.
“A card-carrying workforce
ensures that a business
is compliant with safety
standards and regulations.
“For workers, it is an easy way
to display the ability to perform

The Health and
Safety Test can be
completed online

Got a story?
Email us on
contact@
snipef.org

certain jobs on a construction
site to a specific standard.
“The new online capability
will make it easier and quicker
to obtain.”
Stephanie Lowe, Industrial
Relations Manager for SNIPEF
and Secretary of SNIJIB, added:
“The SNIJIB Health and Safety
Test has gone online to ease
the process for the industry to
achieve the Grade Card.
“The cards carry the CSCS
and Construction Leadership
Council imprimatur, so the Joint
Industry Board needs to meet
their criteria. These bodies want
to ensure that everyone on
site is appropriately qualified
so customers, as well as other
personnel, can feel safe.”
The SNIJIB is offering a
revision manual to help prepare
for the assessment. For more
information, go to www.snijib.
org/members/health
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NEWS
To mark International Women’s Day 2021, SNIPEF
highlighted just how many opportunities are
available to female workers in our industry by
telling the stories of three women who are proud
to be a part of it.
Three quarters of SNIPEF employees are female
– including our CEO Fiona Hodgson – and an
increasing number of young women are choosing
a plumbing apprenticeship as the route to a
great career.
We’re proud to celebrate our female
colleagues and raise awareness of the wealth
of opportunities for everyone in our sector.

Fiona Hodgson

SNIPEF CEO
Fiona was told when she was younger that
construction was not a place for women and is
proud to show people how things have changed.
After leaving school, Fiona went to university
to study accountancy, working at Deloitte,
where she completed her chartered accountant
qualification. SNIPEF was an audit client and
when she was offered the chance to set up
a finance department and become SNIPEF’s
Finance Manager, she jumped at the chance and
has never looked back. She became CEO in 2016.
When asked about her role, she says she enjoys
the variety of work and the different mix of
people that she works with as no two days are
the same. She enjoys being involved in a sector
which is vital both to the economy and in tackling
climate change.
What Fiona loves about her role is there is
a real sense of making a difference for future
generations. To women perhaps thinking of
working in the sector, she says there are so
many pathways into construction and so
many opportunities within the sector. Fiona
added: “The people really make it as they are
passionate about what they do and really want
to make a difference.”

Monique Lyall

Safety Certification Engineer at SNIPEF Member
Celsius Plumbing and Heating
Monique loves the technical aspect of her role and
helping to ensure people receive some of their
fundamental needs; safety, warmth and water.
Asked what she is most proud of about her job,
she says: “I am a woman in what most
would think is a man’s world and it
actually isn’t a big deal at all.”
She has completed legionella
training, cold water risk
assessment and disinfection
courses, recommended by
SNIPEF, and PAT test training
programmes. Through
shadowing, she has also
learned from the skilled

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY 2021

An industry
for everyone
With more female workers choosing
careers in plumbing, we celebrated this
year’s International Women’s Day by
shining a spotlight on three women who
are making a difference in our sector

experts at her employer, Celsius Heating and
Plumbing. She will also be completing byelaw
training soon.
Her advice to women thinking about joining the
industry is to go for it. “My question to them is
why not? It is interesting, rewarding and I am so
glad I tried something new.”

Rosie Ritchie

HR & Industrial Relations Administrator at SNIJIB
Rosie has progressed her career at SNIPEF,
having started as a SNIJIB Administrator in 2017,
something she is very proud of. She graduated
with BA Hons in International Business
Management (Hospitality & Tourism) in 2015
from Queen Margaret University. Since then, she
has completed various ACAS training courses
and achieved her CIPD Level 5 Diploma in HR
Management. She enjoys the employment law
aspects of her role and problem solving.
Rosie would also encourage women to join
the construction industry in order to challenge
gender biases, and for the various career
opportunities available, emphasising: “It’s not
all site-based work. Ever-changing legislation
and qualifications mean that it’s a
diverse and fast-paced industry to
be a part of.”
Fiona
Hodgson
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Monique Lyall
(left) and
Rosie Ritchie

NEWS
NEWS
PRESIDENT’S COMMENT

Spring brings new hope
Spring is here, and it has
brought with it a sense of
hope. Restrictions are easing,
even if ever so slightly, and
the better weather always
helps. Over the coming
weeks, SNIPEF hopes to be
guiding the industry out of
lockdown and back to work.
How that will look, we still
do not know, but you can
rest assured that we will
be constantly supporting
our members through this
process into our new normal
and life after lockdown.
Recently we have been
celebrating the great work
of our SNIPEF apprentices,
past and present, and we look
forward to welcoming new
apprentices into our industry
soon. The pandemic changed a
lot for our apprentices, as you
will read in this edition, and we
are grateful to them for their
commitment and adaptability
in these challenging times.

International Women’s
Day was celebrated by
sharing success stories of
women in our industry, and
World Plumbing Day gave
us the chance to celebrate
key workers. Covid-19 has
highlighted the importance
of critical workers on the
frontline of public health and
safety and SNIPEF recognises
how PPE-clad engineers
and plumbing professionals
have held the line during
the pandemic, keeping taps
running and the heating on.
We are proud of the role our
members have played and
commend you all.
SNIPEF has been
working hard to prepare
our manifesto, which you
will read about in this
issue, while lobbying the
government to reverse its
introduction of Reverse
Charge VAT. We encourage
members to contact their

MP to tell them how it has
affected their business.
The road to strengthening
our industry may feel long,
but SNIPEF is committed to
supporting members every
step of the way. Next month,
I will be stepping down as
SNIPEF President. It has been
my honour and pleasure to
be your president, and
look forward to the
announcement of my
successor at the AGM
in May.

Neil Hadden,
SNIPEF
President

EMPLOYMENT

Change to National Living Wage
THE NATIONAL LIVING WAGE
AGE THRESHOLD CHANGED
ON 1 APRIL 2021
Chancellor Rishi Sunak
confirmed the age threshold
for the National Living Wage
has been lowered from age
25 to age 23 from April this
year. This has made the higher
rate available for more young
people and constitutes to an
increase of 2.2% from £8.72 to
£8.91 from 1 April 2021.
The National Minimum Wage
has also increased as of 1 April.

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO DO?
Ensure you understand how to
apply these new rates to your
apprentices’ wages. You may
be required to backdate wages
if you have not updated your

payroll records in time.
SNIPEF has a plumbing
apprentice ready reckoner
online that can help you work
out what to pay plumbing

The age threshold
has been lowered
and higher rates
are now in force

apprentices. Go to www.
snipef.org/news/changes-tonational-living-wage/ to read
the information sheet and
find out more.
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23%

Amount businesses are
understaffed by. Average time
to hire a suitable candidate is
just over four and half months

27%
35%
of managers cite a lack
of training opportunities

say that a simple lack of
qualified candidates is the
main contributing factor

RESEARCH

Businesses
hit by skills
shortage
A new report has revealed
the extent of the skills
shortage in Scotland during
the Covid-19 pandemic,
with almost three quarters
of businesses in Scotland
currently feeling the strain
from a lack of skilled
workers.
The report, by Search
Consultancy, also added
that on average, businesses
are 23% understaffed with
the average lead time to
hire a suitable candidate
standing at just over four
and a half months.
The research also
investigated the causes of
the skills shortage and the
impact that it is having
on businesses in Scotland.
Of those surveyed, 35%
say that a simple lack
of qualified candidates
is the main contributing

factor. A further 27% of
managers cite a lack of
training opportunities, and
a quarter list Brexit and the
appearance of their sector
as cause for concern.
As a result of the skills
shortage in Scotland, 50%
of managers say staff
have had to work longer
hours and 44% have had
increased recruitment
costs. A further 33% have
had work unfulfilled.
To support organisations
impacted by the skills
shortage, Search
Consultancy has curated
advice from business
leaders within its Mind
the Skills Gap report.
To download the
report and find out more
information about Search
Consultancy, visit
bit.ly/3c5gPVx

50%

of managers say staff have
had to work longer hours

44% 33%
have had increased
recruitment costs
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have had work
unfulfilled

NEWS
MEMBER NEWS

New direction for James Frew
SNIPEF member firm James
Frew Ltd is expanding its
services to offer installation
of charging points for electric
vehicles (EV).
The company – which has
almost 16,000 GasSure
customers across Scotland – will
fit the facilities at domestic and
non-domestic properties.
It follows a rise in sales of
electric and hybrid vehicles
as people opt for greener
transport options.
Willie Cree, the firm’s electrical
manager, said: “Grant funding
is available from the Office for
Zero Emission Vehicles and the
Energy Savings Trust to help
with the cost of charging point
installations, and we have the
skills and expertise to guide

customers through the process.
“According to industry
experts, massive investment
in charging infrastructure and
domestic battery production
is required in readiness for
the government proposed
ban in 2030 on new internal
combustion engine vehicles.”
The move into EVs comes
as James Frew offers more
electrical installation options
as part of their property
service. The firm has recently
won a number of contracts
to help social housing comply
with new rules on smoke, heat
and CO alarms.
Managing Director Roddy
Frew said: “With the recent
changes in legislation around
alarms within domestic

With the recent changes in legislation
around alarms within domestic
properties, more people working
from home, and a growing requirement for
inspection, testing and verification of
electrical installations, we are delighted
to be enhancing our customer offer”

properties, more people working
from home, and a growing
requirement for inspection,
testing and verification of
electrical installations, we are
delighted to be enhancing our
customer offer.”
Maintenance Division Manager
Stuart Hunter added: “There are
some significant technological
developments emerging in the
electrical installation sector. We
want to be ideally placed and
ready to make the most of these
new opportunities.”
SNIPEF has negotiated a 10%
member discount with James
Frew on any of their EV charging
unit installations under the
WCS Scheme. Email installs@
jamesfrew.co.uk for details.

The firm will now
offer EV charging
point installation
as a new service

Got a story?
Email us on
contact@
snipef.org

Some of the team
from James Frew
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Meet
our new
starters
SNIPEF is delighted to
welcome three new members
to our team.
Laura Carvalho is
our new Marketing and
Communications Officer,
who will help make sure our
members continue to be kept
up to date with practical
advice and information.
She has worked in marketing
for nine years and, before
joining us, Laura was a social
media and marketing executive
at a construction training
provider. She loves travelling
and although that’s been on
hold during lockdown, she’s still
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been able to enjoy her other
hobbies of decorating and
watching Netflix.
Natasha Kinnear joins us
as a Training Administrator.
She previously worked in a
similar role at a construction
company where she organised
all health and safety training
for operatives and site
management, as well as

L-r: Laura
Carvalho, Natasha
Kinnear and Ellie
Ferguson

supporting the management of
apprentices. Outside of work,
she enjoys baking and crochet.
Ellie Ferguson has just
left school and is now
our Apprentice Training
Administrator. While she was
studying, she worked part-time
in a beauty salon and loves
shopping and spending time
with her friends.

NEWS

BREXIT BULLETIN

Support for small firms after EU split
Find out if your business could qualify for
funding to help adapt to new trading rules
Brexit means businesses now
face new customs and tax rules
when trading with the EU.
To help smaller firms
adapt to these changes,
grants are available to fund
practical support.
The government has made
£20 million available through
the current SME Brexit
Support Fund, which could give
you up to £2,000 if you employ
up to 500 employees and have
an annual turnover of no more
than a £100 million.
Two types of grant are
available, providing funding
for either training or
professional advice.
The training grants can
be used for training on the

following topics:
● How to complete customs
declarations
● How to manage customs
processes and use customs
software and systems
● Specific import and export
related aspects including
VAT, excise and rules of
origin.
The grants for professional
advice can be used to fund
support so your business
can meet its customs,
excise, import VAT or safety
and security declaration
requirements.
PricewaterhouseCoopers is
administering the grants for
HMRC. Applications close on
30th June 2021 or earlier if

all funding is allocated before
this date.
Apply online at www.
customsintermediarygrant.
co.uk/sme-brexit-supportfund

Hitting the mark
Product marking and labelling regulations
have changed and Prepare for Brexit
(prepareforbrexit.scot) has set out the
requirements for businesses. For example,
goods placed on the GB market will need
to hold a new UK Conformity Assessment
(UKCA) and goods on the Northern Ireland
market will require both UKNI and
CE marketing.
For further information on certificates
and documentation, your legal
responsibilities and how to appoint an
authorised representative, visit gov.uk

For more useful Brexit information and updates, please visit the Brexit Information section at snipef.org For our
Scottish members, Scottish Enterprise has guidance for employers on the new systems in place for recruiting staff
from outside the UK, information on financial support available and a directory of helplines offering support and
advice. Go to www.scottish-enterprise.com

SNIPEF NEWS

Flexible working
SNIPEF’s Fiona Dunn has
been helping her colleagues
relax during lockdown with
a weekly yoga session.
The Schemes
Administrator created the
virtual 30-minute classes
that staff can join remotely
from their homes.
The exercise can support
flexibility and balance,
reduce high blood pressure
and even help with
insomnia, and the sessions
have been a huge success.
Fiona said: “Yoga’s a great way to unwind and
release all the tension in your shoulders. Since it’s
helped me so much, I thought it might help everyone
at work as well.”

SNIPEF NEWS

SNIPEF pitches in
SNIPEF scored a great
result at Scotland’s World
Cup qualifier against
the Faroe Islands in
March – advertising our
needaplumber.org and

becomeaplumber.org
websites at Hampden
during the 4-0 win.
We hope we helped
bring Steve Clarke’s
side some good luck!
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NET ZERO
The Scottish Government has
ambitious net zero targets to
hit over the next 30 years and
our sector will be instrumental
in achieving them. While
decarbonisation of heat is
only one part of the net zero
ambition, it is a crucial part,
and the plumbing industry will
have a major part to play in
the decarbonisation of heat in
building stock across Scotland.
Qualified plumbers hold the
fundamental, theoretical, and
practical skill sets to provide
services to meet the demand
of decarbonisation of heat and
are best placed to undertake
this work. There will, however,
be a need to upskill the current
workforce, and it is critical we
ensure that only those suitably
qualified will be permitted to
undertake this work.
There is also a need to
incentivise consumers,
businesses and stakeholders
to invest in low carbon
technologies, thus ensuring
a prosperous pipeline of
work and providing the
sector with confidence to
make the investment.
We call on the government to:
● Support employers
to upskill the existing
workforce for net zero
● Ensure decarbonisation
of heat is delivered
through the use of industry
recognised plumbers and
heating engineers
● Stimulate marketplace
demand through
incentives to allow
consumers, businesses and
stakeholders to invest in
low carbon and renewable
technologies
● Apply pressure to the
UK Government to commit
to long-term consumer
incentives for net zero

Ahead of the Scottish Parliament elections, SNIPEF has
laid out the four areas we believe are critical to building
a resilient and sustainable construction landscape

Our
vision
for the
future
● Maintain and invest in
a long-term programme of
retrofit of energy efficiency
measures to Scotland’s
building stock
● Guarantee a future
pipeline of work to allow
the supply chain to be
confident in the future
of the net zero industry
● Introduce a VAT
rebate scheme for home
repair and maintenance
and energy efficiency
improvement measures.

EMPLOYMENT

Plumbing and heating
businesses have faced
financial difficulties during
the pandemic. Their business
activities have been limited and
they have incurred additional
costs to keep their workforce
safe. There is uncertainty
about future workloads and
this lack of confidence has
resulted in a reluctance to
recruit apprentices and expand
their workforce. The industry is
already facing a skills shortage

While decarbonisation of heat is only one part of the net zero
ambition, it is a crucial part, and the plumbing industry will
have a major part to play in the decarbonisation of heat in
building stock across Scotland”
14 / SNIPEF / PlumbHeat

We want there to be a culture of
prevention and early intervention
to reduce poor mental health and
suicide rates”

and with the government
targets for a green economy
and increase in the UK housing
stock, there is an immediate
need to invest further in skills.
The construction industry is
historically male dominated.
There is a need to ensure
that while we build the
workforce to meet the
demands of the future,
that it is seen to be a
good place to work and
is diverse and inclusive.
Furthermore, in an
industry where mental
health is already a major
issue, there are concerns
that the pandemic will have
exacerbated this issue. We
want there to be a culture
of prevention and early
intervention to reduce
poor mental health and
suicide rates.
We call on the
government to:
● Prioritise funding
for apprenticeships
in our sector, for all
entrants and not just
those in the 16-19 year
old category
● Continue to
provide financial
support and
incentives to
employers to recruit
apprentices
● Support upskilling
for those already
working in the
industry
● Introduce
apprentice loans to
those coming into
the sector from

other industries in decline,
who may not otherwise
choose to undertake an
apprenticeship due to the
financial commitment,
as they are not able to take
a reduction in wages
● Fund the introduction of
a mental health mentor for
the construction industry.

FAIR WORK
The construction industry
provides £7.8 billion gross
value added to the Scottish
economy but poor payment
practices continue to be a
major issue. It encourages
poor standards in the sector,
and it affects the mental
health of business owners
who are worried about
getting paid.
Post Covid-19, there are
concerns that the industry
will be subject to issues
relating to the progress of
projects, leading to many
disputes between employers
and contractors across the
supply chain.
Procurement practices are
outdated and there is too
much focus on the lowest
cost rather than ensuring
procurement is sustainable.
Sustainable procurement
would allow organisations
to achieve value for money
on a whole life basis, not just
for the organisation but also
society, the economy and
the environment.
We call on the government to:
● Legislate for the use of
project bank accounts in
the public sector
● Mandate 30-day
payment terms on all
public sector contracts

and sub-contracts
● Endorse responsible
contractual behaviour and
consider adoption of the
Conflict Avoidance Pledge
● Legislate to protect
cash retentions in a secure
account for firms in
construction supply chains
● Procure on a whole
life basis and not at the
lowest cost.

PROTECTION OF TITLE
Qualified plumbers should
hold a Level 3 plumbing
qualification and have
undertaken a four-year
employed apprenticeship.
However, because the title
“Plumber” is not protected,
anyone can call themselves
a plumber and this puts
the health and safety of
consumers and the general
public at risk.
While there is regulation for
those undertaking gas work,
there is no similar regulation
for those undertaking other
plumbing work.
Protection of title would
not only improve safety
for consumers in Scotland,
but also encourage an even
playing field for businesses.
We call on the government to:
● Carry out consultations
on the protection of title
for plumbers
● Set up a Plumbers
Working Group to look
at ensuring the safety of
plumbing work.
We urge our members to
support our manifesto and
ensure changes are made to
create a fairer competitive
landscape where firms can
develop and thrive.
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In our latest personal profile, we catch
up with one of our associate members,
Drummond McKenzie, Area Sales
Manager for Scotland at Marley Alutec

Meet
a member
HI DRUMMOND, TELL
US ABOUT THE COMPANY
YOU WORK FOR.
Marley Alutec is a leading
manufacturer of aluminium
rainwater and eaves solutions.
All our products use marine
grade aluminium with a
functional life expectancy of
more than 50 years and are
available in a wide variety of
aesthetics to suit all styles
of property. The company
was established in the early
90s and, in 1993, won an
award for its innovative
product development with
the patented Alligator Snapfit joint system – proven to
reduce installation times
by up to 40% compared to
traditional bolted systems.

WHAT IS YOUR ROLE
WITHIN THE COMPANY?
I’m the Area Sales Manager
for Scotland and my main
responsibility is to grow the
business in this area and to
establish a good relationship
with our customers. I am
on hand to assist with the
right products, advise on the
correct installation, deliver
detailed estimates and
16 / SNIPEF / PlumbHeat

on-site assistance. I work
closely with all our customers
involved in projects: architects
and specifiers, contractors,
merchants, and plumbers.

HOW DID YOU BECOME
INTERESTED IN THIS TYPE
OF WORK?
I have been working in the
construction industry for
more than 30 years and have
been lucky to be working for
Alutec for four years. I enjoy
the versatility of my role and
every day brings me exciting
opportunities. For a very
long time, the company has
been helping plumbers with
projects involving gutters
and downpipes and we have
assisted previously with
installation questions or giving
installation training.

WHAT IS THE BEST PROJECT
YOU HAVE BEEN INVOLVED
WITH, AND WHY?
We worked with SNIPEF
member and experienced
installer Shaun Scott during
the renovation of his own
heritage property. He had
used our products before
and was very familiar with

what we offer. Shaun bought
a 200-year-old traditional
farmhouse that had been left
derelict before he purchased it.
It was in desperate need of an
exterior renovation, including
refurbishment of its old cast
iron guttering, rainwater
drainage and eaves.
Given the unusual shape and
style of the property’s roof,
we had to produce a number
Drummond McKenzie

QUICK
FACTS
NAME:
Marley Alutec
PHONE:
01234 359438
WEBSITE:
marleyalutec.co.uk

Drummond is
focused on
delivering high
quality work

MEMBERSHIP

Drummond’s quick-fire questions
COFFEE OR TEA?
Depends on time of day
SWEET OR SAVOURY? Sweet
FAVOURITE FILM?
The Shawshank Redemption
LAST THING YOU READ?
The Room Mates
WHICH SUPER POWER

of bespoke downpipes to
match the original pipe work.
Similarly, due to some uneven
surfaces on the exterior of
the older building, it was
necessary for our technical
team to design a few special
offsets to link the guttering
and the downpipes, without
which the downpipe would
have been sitting too far out
from the wall.
We were able to deliver these
bespoke elements to site in a
timely manner, helping to avoid
costly delays and keep Shaun’s
renovation on schedule.

WHAT ARE YOUR AMBITIONS
FOR THE FUTURE?
To establish Alutec as a
leading supplier of aluminium
rainwater goods in Scotland.

WHAT WOULD YOU CHANGE
ABOUT THE INDUSTRY?
The specification process in
our industry is still a game
without rules. It will be nice if

I enjoy the
versatility
of my role
and every day
brings me exciting
opportunities”
we are specified on a project,
we remain the supplier.
Unfortunately, very often
someone in the supply chain
will break the spec and the
products can be purchased
from competitors and not
from us.

The company
helps plumbers
with projects
involving gutters
and downpipes

WOULD YOU CHOOSE TO
HAVE? The ability to fly
MORNING PERSON OR NIGHT
OWL? Night owl
FAVOURITE HOLIDAY
DESTINATION? Florida – the
coast and theme parks
DREAM CAR? Aston Martin

WHAT’S THE BEST
THING ABOUT BEING
A SNIPEF MEMBER?
I enjoy meeting members
who have the desire to use
quality products with ease of
installation on projects and,
of course, meeting SNIPEF’s
Andy Furnevel for a coffee
(pre-lockdown). We have
been an associate member
of SNIPEF for two years
now and involved in many
of SNIPEF’s regular events,
either through sponsorship
or attendance, to promote
its product offering and liaise
with local installers.
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World
class

To mark this year’s World Plumbing Day, we’re celebrating the
professionals playing their part on the frontline of health and safety
and highlighting the work of one of our members, Michael Cairns of
Celsius Plumbing and Heating, during the Covid-19 pandemic
Celsius takes great
care in looking
after its customers

HI MICHAEL, HOW
LONG HAVE YOU BEEN
A PLUMBER AND HOW DID
YOU GET STARTED?
I began serving my time in
2003, and unfortunately

qualified just as the financial
crisis hit in 2007/8. I was
made redundant, so really
circumstances dictated that
I should have a go at starting
my own business. I took on my

brother as an apprentice and
he now trains people himself
and brings them on.
There was, of course, a lot
of uncertainty in the economy
when we started out – rather
similar to the way things
are now. But in many other
ways, they were different
days. The technology for selfemployed people was much
less developed, and we had
to learn everything about
business by ourselves.

WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE
PART OF THE JOB?
I’m not really on the tools
these days, but still muck in
as and when needed, which
I really enjoy. Our company
values ‘willing to sweep floors’,
which means that no matter
your position in the company,
everyone is willing to do
whatever it takes to get the job
18 / SNIPEF / PlumbHeat
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What is World Plumbing Day?
World Plumbing Day was created by the World Plumbing Council and is celebrated
on 11 March every year. It aims to raise awareness of the important role plumbers
play in improving people’s lives around the globe by protecting public health and
improving access to clean water and sanitation facilities.

FACTS ABOUT WORLD PLUMBING*

2.1
892
4.5
billion million billion
or 3 in 10 people worldwide,
lack access to safe, readily
available water at home
Michael is proud
of his company’s
belief that all staff
should muck in
and help out

people worldwide
still practise open
defecation

6 in 10 people do
not have toilets in
their house

1:5
schools worldwide do not provide any
toilet facilities. A lack of toilet facilities prevents young girls
attending school, especially when they begin menstruation
which widens the education gap and reduces equality.

263
900
children million million
361k

under 5 years of age die
each year due to waterborne diarrhoea because
of water contamination
from open defecation,
near rivers or toilet areas

No matter your position
in the company,
everyone is willing to
do whatever it takes to get the
job done”

*Information
sourced from
UNICEF + WHO
2017 update and
SDG Baseline

done. I have worked really hard
over the past four or five years
to build a business that can run
without me being continually
involved in it. I want to work on
the business, rather than in the
business. So, I have invested

school children across
the world have no
handwashing facilities
- a critical barrier in
the spread of deadly
diseases
heavily in putting systems and
processes in place which, for a
trade-based business, is quite
unusual. I did not want Celsius
to be over-reliant on me. What
I enjoy most about the job at
the moment is dealing with
internal processes, how
we automate and how we
employ technology.

WHAT IS THE GREATEST
CHALLENGE IN YOUR JOB?
Very early on in the pandemic,
we recognised that although

people, 10 times
the population of
Australia, spend more
than 30 minutes per
round trip to collect
safe drinking water
people’s confidence was low,
we still had to have access to
their homes and workplaces.
But we were only carrying out
essential work and anything
non-essential had to be
placed in a backlog of work.
This was quite difficult, since
we are a reactive company –
work comes in, we get it done
and we invoice. Once we came
out of the first lockdown, we
were very busy clearing the
backlog and once we emerge
from this one, we will use the
Spring / 2021 / 19
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FACTS ABOUT WORLD PLUMBING*

lessons we have learned to catch up with the
work we have had to postpone.

HOW HAS THE PANDEMIC CHANGED YOUR
DAY-TO-DAY ACTIVITIES?
Safety has always been a priority, but the
last year has placed an emphasis on making
sure that our customers, as well as our team,
feel safe. Early last year, we created a Covid
response video which is communicated to our
customers when our engineers are on the way
to them so that they know what to expect. We
have to go into a lot of elderly people’s homes
and it is vital that they feel safe and confident
in us. I am super-proud of the team – you just
have to look at our reviews.

HAVE YOU IMPLEMENTED ANY CHANGES
DURING THE PANDEMIC THAT YOU WILL
CONTINUE AFTER?
We knew that cashflow was going to take a
hit because we could only do essential work.
One solution we have implemented, and it has
been really successful, is that we now take
payment in advance for work. It is not normal
in the trade. It shows a remarkable degree of
trust from our customers, who have been very
supportive of our situation. We will continue to
do this after Covid.

HAVE YOU DONE ANYTHING TO HELP DURING
THIS DIFFICULT TIME?
As key workers, we have managed to keep
most of the team in full-time employment,
but when people were furloughed we felt it
was really important to keep in touch with
them to make sure that they were coping.
Tradespeople are naturally busy, and suddenly,
overnight, they were confined to the house
and not doing anything.
We wanted to let them know that they were
not forgotten about and, as well as Zoom
meetings, we instituted a Friday check-in. We
all know that mental health in isolation has
been a major issue over the past year and the
feedback from the team has said that our
efforts have been very helpful.

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY HAS JUST
PASSED. HOW ARE YOU HELPING WOMEN
INTO THE SECTOR?
Women are valued members of the team. They

We all know that mental health in
isolation has been a major issue over
the past year and the feedback from
the team has said that our efforts have been
very helpful”
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Over 1 billion people

gained access to piped supplies
between 2000 and 2015
The global population of people who
used managed sanitation services

increased from 28% in
2000 to 39% in 2015
Between 2000 and 2015 the number
of people practising open defecation

declined from 1229 million
to 892 million, an average of
22 million people per year
are an integral part of our organisation, and we
couldn’t do without them. We have three with
us at the moment: Monique is an engineer, who
specialises in water and Legionella testing and
certification; Ailsa, who is a senior maintenance
co-ordinator; and Ailie, who started as an
apprentice junior administrator and is now a
maintenance co-ordinator. We have a blog on
our website about their contribution.

WHAT ADVICE DO YOU HAVE TO PEOPLE
STARTING OUT OR THINKING ABOUT
BECOMING A PLUMBER?
For a small business, we try to do our bit for
apprentices. We have helped 10 youngsters in
the 14 years we have been going, and we will
continue to be ambassadors for apprenticeships.
Obviously, we cannot take on every
applicant, but when young people approach
us, we always get in touch with them and
offer advice about what they could be doing
to find an employer. We are going to have
an apprentice page on our website, to which
we can direct people, and other people in the
industry can send applicants to it.
We would advise would-be apprentices to
establish a LinkedIn page – it’s free to use and
connects you to people in the industry. They
should be aware that four years can seem like
a long time, and like hard work, but once they
are qualified, they have a skill for life. A qualified
plumbing and heating engineer should never be
out of work.

WHAT HAS BEING A SNIPEF MEMBER
BROUGHT TO YOU?
Credibility, in a word. The team at SNIPEF is
always on hand to answer any difficult questions
we may have and their support for apprentices is
first class.
When we were taking people on at first,
SNIPEF’s advisers were able to guide us in areas
such as contracts and employment law. We wish
we had joined sooner.

MEMBERSHIP

Andy’s
update
By Andy Furnevel,
Membership Officer,
SNIPEF

We catch up with SNIPEF Membership Officer Andy Furnevel
to find out what he’s been up to lately
LIGHT AT THE END OF THE TUNNEL

NEW MEMBER GUIDE AND LITERATURE

The lighter nights fast approaching and the
recent announcements regarding easing lockdown
measures have come as a welcome boost to me
personally, and I imagine to you as well. More
exercise on the golf course and being able to travel
further afield to meet up with friends and family
is most welcome. I have also been hearing some
rumblings from friends in the industry regarding
sporting and technical events being pencilled in
for the final quarter of the year and that would
certainly be something to look forward to.

Along with the new SNIPEF website, I am
working with my colleagues on new literature
for when I am back on the road attending
events and meeting with members, as well as
individuals and companies looking to become
members. All literature is currently being revised
and rebranded with the new SNIPEF logo and
a brand-new membership guide is also in
the pipeline. These are exciting times for
me to have new literature for when I am
back on the road in the not too distant
future (I hope).

MEMBERSHIP ENQUIRIES
There has been a significant rise in the number
of membership applications that have been
submitted in the last few weeks, which is great
news. I have also been taking a lot of calls on the
membership hotline from plumbers expressing
interest in apprentice training, the approved
certifier of construction scheme and enquiring
about the many other benefits of SNIPEF
membership.

GET IN TOUCH
Please do not hesitate to contact me
with any questions or concerns you have
on 07801 741 346 or email me at
andy.furnevel@snipef.org
Remember to also follow me on
Twitter @SNIPEFandy Stay
safe and see you soon.

NEW MEMBERS
Williams Plumbing
S S Plumbing,
Heating & Gas
BriCal Plumbing &
Heating Ltd
Alan Buchan
Contractors Ltd

ONESCO

Ltd
C
 Paterson and Father
Glen

Weir Plumbing
& Heating Ltd
Knocky

Plumbing
and Heating
C
 P H Glasgow Ltd

Jack Weatherall
Plumbing Services
Impact Contracts
Glasgow Limited
Sinclair Heating
Services Ltd
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STAFF Q&A

Each issue, we’ll be introducing you to a member of the SNIPEF
team, starting with Mel Shepherd, Technical and Skills Officer,
Customer Liaison Officer and Regional Training Officer

#IAm
SNIPEF
HI MEL, HOW LONG HAVE YOU
WORKED AT SNIPEF?
I’ve been here since October
2019. Every day is different;
that’s one of the things that
I enjoy the most. It’s a really
varied job and I deal with
technical questions, customer
complaints and colleges and
apprentices. I get to work with
SNIPEF members across a
range of departments.

WHAT IS IT THAT YOU
DO AT SNIPEF?
I have a variety of roles. I’m a
Technical and Skills Officer, so
I provide support to SNIPEF
and its members and help with
technical training, particularly
the Approved Certifier of
Construction Scheme. I also
deliver presentations, attend
seminars and I’m involved in
health and safety issues. As
Customer Liaison Officer, I deal
with customer and company
complaints. I mediate between
both parties and try to
get a solution. It’s very
rewarding but can
be challenging. I’ve
recently taken on
the role of Regional
Training Officer
as well, promoting
SNIPEF Training
Services, monitoring
apprentices and
acting as
a liaison

between colleges, employers
and apprentices.

WHAT ARE YOU WORKING
ON RIGHT NOW?
I’m looking at getting the
complaints process simplified
and more electronic to make
it a lot easier and more user
friendly. I am also looking at
getting our members involved in
the procurement process. We’re
hoping to run a webinar with
an expert who will help guide
members through the process
and enable them to bid for
more contracts.

WHEN YOU WERE A CHILD,
WHAT DID YOU WANT TO BE
WHEN YOU GREW UP?
I come from a very musical
family and I wanted to be a
professional musician. I learned
the piano from age five, played
in the school orchestra and
brass band and taught myself
the guitar. I wanted to be a
session musician but I
wasn’t good enough.
Now I have a family
band with my
cousins and I love it,
although I’ll never be
an Eric Clapton.

WHAT’S THE BEST
PLACE YOU’VE
TRAVELLED TO?
I went on my
dream

holiday with my wife to St Lucia
a few years ago and it was
stunning. We treated ourselves
to a helicopter ride from the
hotel back to the airport on the
island – what an experience! It
was a lot better than the bus
journey the other way, avoiding
coconuts and local drivers.

I provide support to
SNIPEF and its members
and help with technical
training, particularly the
Approved Certifier of
Construction Scheme”
HAVE YOU EVER MET
ANYONE FAMOUS?
During the 1999 Open Golf
Championship at Carnoustie, we
had pro golfer Eduardo Herrera
and his caddie staying with us.
Rooms were scarce so we rented
out two bedrooms. I had been
a member at Carnoustie for a
number of years and he asked if
I would like to walk round with
him on his practice round.
When we finished, Seve
Ballesteros was walking past the
final green and the pro asked if I
would like to meet him.
Seve was an absolute
gentleman. He took the time to
ask about the course and about
my game, and it’s an experience
I will never forget.
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As buildings reopen following
months of lockdown, it’s vital to be
aware of the risk of contamination
in water tanks. Richard Crisp from
Fernox explains how to stay safe

Beat
the bu
Due to the Covid-19 pandemic and subsequent
lockdown restrictions, many premises have
been vacant for some time and, as a result,
water tanks and systems have not been used.
When water is stagnant like this, it can lead
to microbiological contamination including
Legionella, which poses a significant threat
to building occupants.
As people slowly return to offices, retail,
hospitality venues, leisure facilities and public
buildings, it is vital that installers speak
to their customers about the risk of water
system contamination and the associated
dangers of Legionella, and ensure swift action
is taken to control this type of contamination
and protect occupants on their return.

WHAT IS MICROBIOLOGICAL
CONTAMINATION?

When water in water tanks and plumbing
systems is stagnant, it is prone to
microbiological contamination from algae and
bacteria such as Pseudomonas and Legionella
that can cause serious health issues if they
enter the human body. For example, if inhaled
(usually from water droplets dispersed from
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outlets such as taps, showers, hot tubs and
air-conditioning units), Legionella bacteria
can cause Legionnaires’ disease, a serious
and potentially fatal type of pneumonia.
To prevent this, engineers need to treat
the water correctly before occupants return
to the premises.

HOW TO TREAT MICROBIOLOGICAL
CONTAMINATION

By Richard
Crisp, Head of
Chemistry at
Fernox

To treat microbiological contamination,
a silver stabilised hydrogen peroxide can
Legionella can live
and grow in biofilm

Water

Freefloating
bacteria

Pipe wall
Biofilm
associated
bacteria

Secreted
slime

TECHNICAL

ugs

be used to disinfect water contaminated
with Legionella, Pseudomonas, other
bacteria, algae and biofilms. Simply add the
required amount to the tank and circulate it
throughout the whole system by running all
hot and cold water outlets.
To ensure that the system is fully protected,
test the water at each outlet using an
indicator strip. When all outlets have achieved
100ppm, the treatment is complete, and
the water can be used as normal. Each 1L
bottle is suitable to treat a 400-litre system,
which should not be used for 24 hours after
application, or a 300-litre system during
normal use.
With lockdown restrictions set to ease
over the coming months, now is the time
for installers to speak to customers about
the risks associated with microbiological
contamination and Legionella – and take
action to carry out the necessary remedial
work before premises welcome occupants
once more.
For more information, please speak with
your regional Fernox sales representative
or visit: www.fernox.com

The Legionella bacterium can
cause Legionnaires’ disease
© James Gathany, CDC

Engineers need to treat
the water correctly
before occupants
return to the premises”
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For more information and advice
about how you can benefit from
WaterSafe membership, please visit
www.watersafe.org.uk

Round-up of latest
activities and events

WaterSafe
registration
Why opting in makes sense for SNIPEF members
The Covid-19 pandemic has
been a tough time for some
plumbers, who have been
hit hard by homeowners’
understandable caution in
hiring tradespeople.
However, with a successful
vaccination programme under
way and households gaining
confidence to invite trades
back in*, now is a great time
to give customers even more
reassurance as a member of
WaterSafe, the UK register of
approved plumbers.
The WaterSafe seal of
approval shows you are
qualified to work on the water
pipes and fittings which supply
drinking water to UK homes
and businesses, to help keep
them healthy and fresh.
WaterSafe is supported
by all UK water companies,
including Scottish Water and
Northern Ireland Water, who

The benefits
speak for
themselves
According to the latest
WaterSafe survey of its
approved plumbers, the
top three benefits of
being a member are:

It’s a great way to
show that you’re a
professional plumber”

WaterSafe member

promote members to all their
customers – giving peace-ofmind for those looking for a
competent plumber. Members
also benefit from free advice
from their water company on

Plumbers’ status as
critical workers during
the Covid-19 pandemic
highlights more
than ever what
an important job
you do.

the water regulations
and byelaws.

HOW CAN I JOIN
WATERSAFE?
Plumbers must be qualified,
have a recognised water
fittings certificate and be a
member of one of the seven
Approved Contractor Schemes
that make up WaterSafe.
The good news is that if you
are a plumber in Scotland or
Northern Ireland registered
with SNIPEF, you are eligible
to join WaterSafe at no
extra cost.
Eligible members must
opt to sign up for WaterSafe.
Registration is not automatic.
Contact the Schemes
department on 0131 556 0600
or email schemes@snipef.org
for further details.
To find out more about
WaterSafe and the benefits
of membership, visit www.
watersafe.org.uk/howtojoin

63%
of the vote

63%
of the vote

48%
of the vote

The ability to selfcertify work to give
customers confidence
and reassurance that
they have a legal defence
if the work is found
not to comply.

Reassurance for
customers that you are
qualified – setting you
apart from competing,
unqualified plumbers.

Promotion of your
company, including a
listing on the largest
online directory for
approved plumbers
in the UK.

* Restrictions on non-essential plumbing work in Scotland are expected to ease on 26 April. Currently in Northern Ireland tradespeople can continue to go
into people’s houses to carry out work such as repairs, installations, and deliveries.
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Apprentices are vital to the
future of our industry and can
greatly benefit your business.
We asked Iain Winnard, a
fourth-year apprentice with
Blair Plumbing and Heating
Solutions Ltd, to share his daily
experience and reveal what’s
involved in the journey to
becoming a qualified plumber

The diary
of a SNIPEF
apprentice
MONDAY
My day starts at 8am, at either
the office/yard or on a job
allocated from the previous
week. With this winter being
particularly cold, there has
been a large amount of callouts to burst pipes. I arrive at
work and automatically check
the computer for emergency
incidents which may need
attending to straight away.
Today’s work involved a boiler
changeover, removing an open
vented hot water system and
decommissioning and replacing
a sealed system boiler.
As a fourth-year apprentice,
I am more independent as
the company is just me and
my boss. He helped remove
the existing boiler/hot water
cylinder and cold-water
storage cistern during the

decommissioning, which was a
big help. I was left alone for the
installation, which I enjoy. As a
plumber, your pipework for an
installation is your signature of
the work and how you design
the system. I like being more
independent and capable of
doing these jobs, which helps

build my confidence, however
help is always there from my
boss, should I need it.

Iain is enjoying his
plumbing career
and takes pride in
a job well done

TUESDAY
I had a call-out to a boiler
breakdown first thing which
involved problem solving and
ruling out what faults may
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be causing the issue. The
boiler was locking out due to
soot build-up covering the
photocell and choking the
fuel nozzle in the oil boiler
appliance. I changed the
burner nozzle and cleaned
out the boiler, checked the
fuel condition and fuel supply
line. The bigger issue was
that the inner plate of the
blast tube was not set to the
correct depth, disturbing the
flame picture and causing
the burner to struggle to
stay ignited. I contacted the
manufacturer to help identify
this cause and confirm the
depth for the plate.
Later in the day, I was busy
with two oil boiler services
and another breakdown. One
of the services involved a few
extra outstanding repairs,
so I replaced and re-wired a
new on/off pole switch and
thermostat and replaced the
condensate trap.
The boiler breakdown had
been caused by dirty fuel in
the oil supply line which had
contaminated the fuel pump.
I changed the fuel pump
on the burner, drained and
pulled the dirty fuel through
using a pump into a suitable
container, then carried out a
full boiler service to get the
boiler back up and running.
To finish off the day, I drove
back to the yard, tidied out
my van and loaded up for
Wednesday’s work.

WEDNESDAY
Today I was working on an
estate with a mix of ongoing
projects. My task was to take

Iain’s working
week features a
wide variety of
tasks which keep
him busy

Meet the apprentice
Iain is a fourth-year apprentice, who
started his apprenticeship in July
2017 and works for Blair Plumbing &
Heating Solutions Ltd in Crinan, Argyll.
I am a hands-on worker, so an
apprenticeship always appealed to
me through school. People will always
need plumbers so it seemed to be a
good career choice – which it was!
When everyone first thinks of
a plumber, you immediately think
working with toilets and blocked
drains, which you do work on from
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time to time, but it is so much more
than that. I have done lots of work on
oil fired central heating and hot water
systems, natural gas work on boilers,
fires, cookers, log burning stoves,
bathroom and kitchen renovations,
air source heat pump servicing/
maintenance and unvented hot
water cylinder servicing – including
thermal stores and overall plumbing
maintenance and repairs. The variety
of work I have encountered has never
failed to impress me.

a new water main into a coat
room and first fix the pipework
for a WC and a wash hand
basin with an above basin
instantaneous hot water
heater and run a pipe for an
outside tap located at the
front of the building.
With social distancing in
place, my goal of the day was
to get all the first fix pipework
done so the joiners could get
in the next day.
My second job on the estate
was to install a small circular
stainless-steel sink for a
workshop with a multipoint
unvented water heater
installed underneath it. There is
still some work required at this
point to bring a cold supply to
the appliances in the workshop.

TRAINING

College and Covid
Coronavirus has had an effect in
many ways. When the lockdown
started back in March 2020, work
was reduced for only essential work
to be carried out. Through April
and May, I was on furlough, then
returned to work on June 1.
I was due to attend the Scottish
SkillPlumb competition in 2020
to compete in the lead work
competition, but unfortunately like
most events during the pandemic,
it was cancelled. This also included
missing out on the Incorporation of

Hammermen award ceremony that
was to be held later in 2020.
It also affected my last year
of college. My classmates and I
had four weeks left of our college
rota, which we continued online
via Microsoft Teams with our
lecturers. The whole team in the
plumbing and gas department at
Glasgow Clyde College, Cardonald
Campus, were exceptional. I could
not ask for a better group of
lecturers and they helped us every
step of the way.

The estate staff are brilliant
and help in any way they can
with other companies and
workforces dotted around the
estate, everyone helps where
they can.

THURSDAY
I was called out to a school
which had developed a leak
from the loft space. The school
was just under an hour away,
so I left sharp to get there for
8am for when it opened.
I got up into the loft space
and on a tall platform there
was a feed and expansion tank
right above where the drip was
coming through the ceiling. The

During the three years you’re at
college, you meet some exceptional
people – both lecturers and
students. Everyone in your class
comes from different working
environments, whether it is on
a construction site, commercial
industry, bathroom fitter or a bit of
everything. You learn so much from
each other. If you have an issue,
your classmates may be able to help
you out at work or for college. These
scenarios build trust within each
other and people you can rely on.

They were nice customers to work for
and happened to know my family as
they had moved from Islay, where my
parents come from. The people you meet on
the job can sometimes make your day”
tank had been leaking from the
overflow tank connection.
The first step was to see
why the tank was overflowing.
The ball valve was off but had
over filled so I isolated the cold
supply and removed the ball
valve, stripped the parts and
replaced the washer, then readjusted the arm so the water
will cut off at a lower level.
I emptied some of the feed and
expansion tank water out via a
bucket, to drop the level below
the overflow, and re-installed
the ball valve. I also stripped
the overflow tank connection
and replaced washers as they
had perished.
My final job of the day was to
replace a mixer shower and rail,
and install an outside tap for
the couple’s home. They were
nice customers to work for and
happened to know my family
as they had moved from Islay,
where my parents come from.
The people you meet on the job
can sometimes make your day.

FRIDAY
First job of the day was to go
to a bar under renovation to

see what works they needed in
the next couple of weeks and
report back to my boss. The
customer wanted a new glass
cleaner/dishwasher installed,
and a coffee machine at the
end of the bar. Not much work
will be required there as the
previous owner must have had
the same layout.
Later, I headed to a void
house where there was a
damaged sink that had to be
removed and the pipework had
to be stripped back and redesigned straight through the
wall for a new unit to be put in.
Midday, I headed back to the
office to catch up with some
paperwork and after lunch I got
a call to a house to investigate
a leak coming from the back
of a kitchen unit. It was a
plastic push fit fitting that
had cracked and come loose.
I isolated the water, removed
the old fitting, and re-joined the
pipework with a new one.
After that I went back to
the office/yard, had a tidy up,
sorted out my van, tidied the
work store and had a catch-up
with my boss.
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SNIPEF associate member Ross
Dickinson is proof of the power
that apprenticeships can have
to change a life.
Ross left school with no
qualifications and no clear
career path ahead of him.
But after working as a waiter
and a carpet salesman, he
enrolled on a plumbing course
– and realised he’d found his
profession.
During his apprenticeship he
was named SNIPEF Apprentice
of the Year and went on to set
up his own business.
He now stands on the brink
of international success after
designing and developing the
Kibosh Pipe Repair Clamp.
His achievements were hailed
by SNIPEF chief executive
Fiona Hodgson as we proudly
supported this year’s Scottish
Apprenticeship Week from
1-5 March.
Fiona said: “Ross is an
excellent example of where
qualifying as a plumber can
take your career and highlights
the importance of Scottish
Apprenticeship Week.
“Applying for, then working
diligently to complete a
plumbing apprenticeship, is
an excellent option for anyone
who hasn’t yet decided how
they want to direct their
working lives.”
Ross enrolled at Borders
College when he was 25
after struggling to find his
way following school. He
admitted he was worried
how he would cope with the
demands of the full-time
Level 1 Course after discovering
he had dyslexia.
Ross said: “On the first day
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A plumbing apprenticeship was
the springboard to success for
SNIPEF associate member
Ross Dickinson, who built up his
own business and invented an
ingenious new product that’s
about to take the States by storm
I didn’t think I would be able
to remember the different
diameters of pipe, let alone all
the other things on the course.
But I applied myself and soon
felt I’d found my niche.
“To proceed to the next
stage, you had to line up a
plumbing apprenticeship.
A classmate told
me the name of a
business in Peebles
who might take
me on. It took
all my
courage

Ross soon realised
that plumbing was
the career for him,
and he’s gone on
to great success

TRAINING

Ross designed a
thermal cycling rig
so he could check
his invention at
home before the
independent tests

to approach Ronnie Walter,
owner of RA Walter Plumbing
and Heating, and fortunately he
said yes. With financial support
from SNIPEF, I started work
and was later named SNIPEF
Apprentice of the Year.”
Thanks to his apprenticeship,
Ross went on to work in a
number of roles, including head
plumber at a construction
company, running his own
Emerald Plumbing and Heating
business and being employed
as Technical Manager at
Rothenberger UK.
In 2007, he came up with
the idea for Kibosh after being
called out to help a customer
whose home was being flooded
by a burst pipe with no way of
turning the water off.
He said: “The leaking pipe
was clipped behind the kitchen
units. I could get my hand to it
but there was nothing I could
do quickly or easily because of
where it was.
“After tracing it back,
I eventually found the shutoff behind some boxes in
the garage.
“That night I got home and
said to myself, ‘How come
there’s not something simple
to clamp on to the pipe to stop
the water in these situations?’.
That’s when I had my eureka
moment.”
Ross, of Walkerburn, near

Peebles, designed, developed
and patented the Kibosh
as a rapid repair clamp and
also as a rapid pipe freezing
clamp. Both products are still
made locally in Selkirk and
Cademuir Engineering Ltd and
are available under Kibosh’s
own brand as well as the
Rothenberger name.
The patented Kibosh Pipe
Repair Clamp is an instant
and simple to use repair
clamp for leaking metal,
plastic, and multilayer pipes.
It is re-useable, can withstand
10Bar/150psi pressure and
can even accommodate some
leaking pipe fittings.
Once fitted, the pipe
can continue to function
under normal pressures
and temperatures until
a permanent repair can

be made. As well as being
available on Amazon and
at UK builders’ merchants,
Ross’s invention is about to
hit the States. His product
will soon be stocked across
Texas by one of the largest
US home improvement
retailers, with the potential
to be rolled out to 2,200
stores across North America.
It’s a remarkable success story
and it was all made possible
by an apprenticeship.
Ross said: “Thanks to
Ronnie Walter, Borders College
and SNIPEF, my plumbing
apprenticeship has given me
all of these things and has
allowed me to build my own
successful business while doing
a job I love.”
“I can thoroughly recommend
a plumbing apprenticeship to
anyone who wants a trade that
is always in demand, provides
a good living, and allows you
to apply your skills to the
benefit of every member of
the community.
“I am thankful every day
that I was given the chance
and the support to become
a fully qualified plumber.”
Fiona Hodgson added:
“Plumbers trained in
Scotland are recognised all
over the world as first-class
professionals and Ross must
surely be a role model for all
ambitious young people.”

Gary Essam, Principal Engineer
at the BSI, witnessed tests and
independently assessed the clamp
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Expert Rudi Klein
gives his advice on
the process and
timescales for
suspending your
operations if you
come up against
payment problems
while working on
a live project
It is now more than 25 years ago
that I was involved in putting
together legislation – the
Construction Act – to improve
payment practices. You may
find it surprising that at that
time there was no legal right to
suspend performance of your
work for non or late payment.
Without such a right there
wasn’t an effective way to
enforce entitlement. I wasn’t
too popular when I insisted
that the government should
introduce a statutory right to
suspend works for non or
late payment.
The government – to my
surprise – relented and the
upshot was Section 112
in the Construction Act,
which established the statutory
right to suspend one’s work
for non or late payment.

Is it time
to press
pause?
Issue notice
of suspension

(Wait 7 days)

(Wait 7 days)

Final date for
payment passes

Issue notice
of suspension

(Wait 7 days)

(Wait 7 days)

Final date for
payment passes

Issue notice
of suspension

(Wait 7 days)

(Wait 7 days)

By Rudi Klein,
Barrister

THE 7 DAYS’ NOTICE
The key provision is that you
must issue a 7 days’ notice
of intention to suspend your
contractual obligations. It
should be noted that the
reference is to suspension of
your ‘obligations under the
contract’. This could be wider
than just suspension of the
‘works’ – you could for example
decide to hold on to O & M
manuals.

Without such a right
there wasn’t an
effective way to
enforce entitlement”
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Final date for
payment passes

Full
payment
made

Payment
remains
outstanding

Payment
remains
outstanding

Top tips
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● Suspension is generally
a last resort tactic to be
used where payments are
becoming later and later;
this could be the result of
impending insolvency on your
creditor’s part;

DUE AND FINAL DATES
FOR PAYMENT
The timing of your notice
of suspension is critical. By
law, your contract must
state the final date by which
your due payments must be
discharged. The due payment
will be the amount stated in a
payment notice issued by the
other party (or, possibly, by
yourself if the contracts state

● Always issue the notice –
just walking off site without
giving any notice is a breach
of contract;
● If you have to suspend then
make sure that you recover
your reasonable costs.

you are to issue the
payment notice).
Payment notices can be
revised by pay less notices,
which must be issued prior to
the final date for payment.
The amount in a pay less
becomes the due amount.
Once the final date for
payment has passed, you can
issue a notice of suspension if
you haven’t been paid.

Carry on
working

Suspend
work and
leave site

Full
payment
made

Return
to site

Suspend
work and
leave site

Payment
still not
made

Consider
debt recovery
options

EXAMPLE LETTER - NOTICE OF SUSPENSION
After numerous phone calls to your accounts
department, you have failed to discharge the
outstanding payment of [£AMOUNT] for work
carried out last month. This sum was due on
[DATE] in accordance with the above contract.
In the circumstances we have no alternative
but to exercise our right under Section 112,
Housing Grants, Construction and
Regeneration Act 1996 (the Construction Act)
to suspend further performance of our
contractual obligations.
This email therefore constitutes the seven
days’ notice of intention to suspend performance
required by Section 112 (2) until payment in the
sum of [£AMOUNT] is discharged in full.
On [DATE] I will instruct my employees to
cease further work at the [NAME OF SITE,
BUILDING OR PROJECT] and remove all
equipment, materials and goods belonging to my
company unless, in the meantime, payment has
been made.
I should add that Section 112 makes clear that
any period of suspension is ignored for the
purpose of calculating the contract completion
date. Furthermore, I have a right to a reasonable
sum in respect of costs and expenses that my
company has incurred in taking this action.
Such costs and expenses will include the cost
of demobilisation and remobilisation. I trust that
suspension will not be necessary and look
forward to receipt of the outstanding sum.
Regards etc,

Claim reasonable
sum for costs
and expenses
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WHAT IS A HARD MARKET?
A hard insurance market is
when there is a high demand
for insurance coverage and
a reduced supply. Insurers
impose strict underwriting
standards and issue fewer
policies. Premiums are high
and insurers are reluctant
to negotiate terms. A hard
market will only soften
when there are new market
entrants or existing insurers
seek to grow or expand
their client base. In 2021,
the insurance market is
more challenging, with the
pandemic accelerating the
rate of change.

WHAT CAUSES THE
MARKET TO CHANGE?
According to a Covéa
Insurance spokesperson,
the following factors are
contributing to the changes
we are seeing in the
market today:
● REINSURERS
Most insurance companies
buy reinsurance to protect
themselves from the cost of
a major claims event. Falling
profits and increasing costs
of claims have impacted
business insurers in recent
years. The result is the cost
of reinsurance has increased,
leading to increased business
insurance premiums.
● FEWER INSURERS
In recent years, a number of
insurers ceased trading in the
UK and stopped providing
certain types of cover, usually
business, liability and motor
policies. This restricts the
number of insurers available,
which means demand is high
and supply is low – resulting
in higher premiums.
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Take cover
from rising
costs
Changes to the insurance market could mean premiums
increasing for your business. Our partners at brokers
Marsh Commercial explain what SNIPEF members
need to know when it comes to renewing your policy
● BREXIT AND COVID-19
A combination of leaving the
European Union and Covid-19
staff absences means UK
businesses can expect an
increased lead-time for
materials, machinery and
equipment. This can increase
the cost of claims where
damaged property is replaced.
● ESCAPE OF WATER CLAIMS
Escape of water, from burst
or incorrectly fitted pipes,

continues to plague the industry
at an annual estimated cost of
£950 million in 20181. In recent
years, many insurers have tried
to pass the cost of settled
claims to any contracting
trades that have worked at the
property, even if it was a few
years ago. Plumbers’ liability
insurers are fighting back
against these counter claims,
but there is a cost to manage
this process and to pay out on
successful claims. There’s also a

Martin
McGaffney,
Account
Director, Marsh
Commercial

REFERENCES

www.
thebalancesmb.
com/is-theinsurance-markethard-orsoft-462561
1

Business insurance
premiums have
increased in
recent years
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long process to resolving these
claims, sometimes many years.
SNIPEF and Marsh
Commercial work with a
dedicated loss adjuster that
will visit the site of any claim
urgently, based on current
Covid lockdown rules. The loss
adjuster takes control of the
claim process, negotiates with
the third party and manages
potential costs by ensuring
responsibility is established
quickly. If the damage is due
to a part or equipment which
may have failed, the team can
arrange for forensic testing.
The aim is to resolve claims
as quickly as possible and, if
this falls on a SNIPEF member’s
policy, keep the cost as low as
possible to help minimise any
premium increases.

WHAT SHOULD
SNIPEF MEMBERS
EXPECT AT RENEWAL?
The main types of cover
that members purchase are
liability, motor (including fleet),
business assets, tools and
stock cover. SNIPEF members
have two important things to
consider when reviewing their
insurance renewal:
● Is my premium market
competitive?
● Does my insurance policy
provide the right levels of
cover?
Whoever your business
insurance is placed with, you

Falling profits and increasing costs of claims
have impacted business insurers in recent years.
The result is the cost of reinsurance has
increased, leading to increased business premiums”
are likely to see a combination
of an increase in your premium
and possibly increased excesses.
Marsh Commercial is well
placed to help SNIPEF members,
including those currently
insured elsewhere, to minimise
increases and obtain market
leading insurance quotes and
cover. We’re part of the world’s
largest insurance broker and
work with all major UK insurers.
We have worked with SNIPEF
for many years and have a deep
understanding of members’
business insurance needs.

WHAT CAN I DO ABOUT AN
INCREASED PREMIUM?
If your renewal premium has
increased a lot and you’ve
not had many, or any, costly
claims, you should speak to your
business insurance broker to
see if this is the best premium
available. They may be able to
negotiate with your current
insurer, although this might not
result in a premium saving.
You could speak to another
broker, with access to a range of
insurers, to see if they can offer a
better option. Marsh Commercial
is SNIPEF’s recommended

We are ideally
placed to help you
with all your
insurance needs

business insurance broker and we
would be happy to discuss your
insurances.

WHAT ABOUT AN
INCREASED EXCESS?
Insurers do not usually increase
excesses until the annual
renewal. If you’ve had a number
of recent claims, it’s likely that
your excess may increase. This
is for two main reasons. Firstly,
it reduces the future cost of
claims to the insurer. Secondly,
as the business has to pay the
increased excess cost for future
claims, usually they’ll take
reasonable steps to reduce the
likelihood of future claims.
If your business insurer
has applied an increased
excess, please speak to Marsh
Commercial. SNIPEF members
can rest assured that we are
doing all we can to secure
competitive premiums combined
with reasonable terms,
conditions and excesses.
If you could benefit from a
review of your insurance, please
contact Martin McGaffney
at Marsh Commercial by
emailing martin.mcgaffney@
marshcommercial.co.uk
or call 07711 484 946.
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Sign the
Pledge
The Conflict Avoidance Process
is being adopted by an increasing
number of businesses in Scotland. Find
out what it is and how it could save
you time and money with our guide
from contract expert Len Bunton
In some of my previous articles
you will have seen several
references that I have made
to the above – CAP for short.
This is something your business
should get involved in.
By Len Bunton,
FRICS FCIArb
HON FRIAS

WHY SHOULD MY BUSINESS
GET INVOLVED?

CAP is an early intervention
process that comes into
play when problems on a
construction project arise
and you can’t find a solution.
An example might be that
there is an issue, and the
employer is arguing with the
contractor that something
the contractor has to do is
“design development” and the
contractor is not entitled to
a variation, and that might
involve you as a subcontractor.
So, you need to get that
resolved and you can refer
the matter to a CAP.

HOW DOES IT WORK?

Firstly, the employer and
the contractor need to have
agreed to have the CAP in
the main contract and you
would want that provision in
your subcontract. If an issue
arises, the parties can either
have a CAP named in the
36 / SNIPEF / PlumbHeat

45

organisations
and individuals
in Scotland
have signed
the Conflict Avoidance Pledge
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6

leading quantity
surveyor and project
management firms
have signed the Pledge

contract, or they can get a list
of experienced professionals
from the RICS. It could be
an architect/QS or services
engineer. Both sides identify
the issue and call in the CAP
for a discussion, and in due
course the CAP issues a nonbinding recommendation on
resolving the issue. Anecdotally,
most recommendations have
been accepted and the parties
get agreement – the matter is
resolved and you can move on.
This stops all the bickering you
get on projects these days.

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO DO?

First you need to sign up at
the RICS website by visiting
rics.org/uk/products/disputeresolution-service/conflictavoidance-pledge/ RICS will
then send you some further
information on the process.
If you need further guidance,
then contact me through your
member organisations. If you
are about to sign a contract,
then suggest to the other
party that you would like to
have this process in place.
If you have a problem on
a current contract, then
do the same.

HOW MUCH WILL
IT COST ME?

5

Scottish
Futures Trust
Hubs have signed
the Pledge

SNIPEF’s view
“As we are all too aware, conflict is a
major disruptor in a large number of
contracts and goes right down the
supply chain involving companies in
expensive, long and often damaging
litigation, with many smaller
companies simply not having the
time, money or resources to engage in
the process. There are deep concerns
in the industry that the impact of the
Covid-19 crisis will exacerbate the

problem and the Conflict Avoidance
Process offers a new approach to
dealing with conflict. By embedding
conflict avoidance mechanisms into
projects early on, conflicts can be
managed through collaboration and
early intervention before they become
disputes, providing a cost effective
and timely alternative to companies.”
Fiona Hodgson, CEO, SNIPEF

It costs nothing to get a CAP
appointed and it only costs
money if the CAP does any
work, probably on an hourly
or a daily basis. Most issues
get resolved quickly in a day or
so, but you can get an idea of
costs before you get the CAP
involved. Ideally the costs are
shared between the parties.
Really good progress is being
made in Scotland on CAP.
So far 45 organisations and
individuals have signed the
Pledge, including SNIPEF. A
working group is being set up
to drive the process forward.
The great thing to me
is that this is a cultural
change in the industry
resulting in far greater
collaboration. So please
sign the Pledge today!
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Are you looking
to take on an
apprentice plumber
in Scotland?
SNIPEF Training Services Ltd has
the right tools to help you train
the future fully qualified plumbing
operatives that you will need.
REASONS TO HIRE AN APPRENTICE PLUMBER
INCREASED LOYALTY –
When you invest time
and money training
apprentices, they feel
motivated, valued and
grateful to join a skilled
team. This increases the
chance they’ll remain
with the business longer.

SKILL SWAPPING –
While you teach the
apprentice the practical
skills they need, the
apprentice will bring
back the most up to date
methods and
information gained from
their training course.

THEY’RE
ENTHUSIASTIC –
Apprentices are generally
keen to get stuck in,
prove themselves and
learn as much as
possible, bringing fresh
enthusiasm to the
business.

WHO WE ARE

WHAT WE DO

SNIPEF Training Services Ltd is
the Plumbing Industry’s Training
Provider for plumbing apprenticeships
in Scotland.

COSTS – Subject to available funding
from Skills Development Scotland (SDS)
we will meet the full cost of the College/
Training Centre Training Programme.

WHAT YOU NEED TO DO

We deliver the Modern Apprenticeship
in Domestic Plumbing & Heating SVQ
Level 3 using a network of SQA
Approved Colleges & Training Centres
across Scotland.

FINANCIAL INCENTIVE – A grant
is available to the business at the end
of the apprentice’s 4th year, depending
on achievement and available funding
from SDS.

Once you have found an apprentice
please contact us and request the
Plumbing Apprentice Application
Form which can be posted or
emailed to you.

MONITORING – We monitor
all entrants on the Training Programme
and provide support to apprentices
and employers.

CONTACT US FOR MORE INFORMATION

For more information on taking on an apprentice plumber please contact us on
0131 524 1245 or training@snipef.org alternatively you can visit our website

www.becomeaplumber.org
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ProZone

9 pages of in-depth and
insider knowledge from the
UK’s premier plumbing and
heating professionals

Safe and stylish

Success stories

Up to the job

Find your perfect fit with
new work shorts, jackets
and hi-vis gear from
Snickers Workwear
/ Page 40

The Travis Perkins Group’s
Plumbing and Heating is
investing in training to give
staff the skills to shine
/ Page 41

Spectre delivers more
than just screwdrivers
with launch of tough
new range of products
/ Page 42

Light fantastic

Home heating

Slow the flow

Seal of approval

Makita’s self-righting
LED is a bright idea
for anyone working
on busy sites

How renewable liquid
fuels can help solve the
challenges of off-grid
decarbonisation
/ Page 43

New flow regulators
from Neoperl can help
everyone play their part
in saving water
/ Page 44

McAlpine launches the
only sealant and adhesive
that’s approved for use
on their own products
/ Page 47

45

Prominent.
Professional.
Proactive.
Get your company
in the ProZone

ProZone is read by thousands of plumbing and heating
professionals across Scotland and Northern Ireland.

It’s the ideal opportunity to promote your business and share your
know-how and knowledge with the people who matter most.
 Contact David Hughes

07767 407 402
davidh@connectmedia.cc
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Combining safety and style

Jackets are the perfect fit

Snickers Workwear takes personal wellbeing at
work very seriously. That’s why this range of hi-vis
protective wear is streets ahead of anything else.
With updated styles and designs added to the
extensive range of jackets, trousers, shorts, tool vests,
shirts and fleeces for men and women, there’s a host
of garments in the range to satisfy the requirements
of Classes 1, 2 and 3 protection levels.
These outstanding products combine Snickers’
hallmarks of functionality and comfort with the
requirements of the EN20471 standard for
high visibility
warning clothes.
With advanced
designs and hightech fabrics that
are windproof
and waterrepellent, all
the garments
have durable
protection
that will last
for wash after
wash.

With street-smart
designs for men and
women, all Snickers
Workwear jackets
include must-have
features that focus
on fit and freedom of
movement as well as
using innovative fabrics
that deliver long-lasting
protection and
stretch comfort.
Whatever you need,
Snickers Workwear has
jackets that will work on
site, are ideal for leisure,
always ensuring optimal
performance, comfort,
good looks and visibility.
AllRoundWork Jackets
are just what the name
suggests, delivering
a great all-round
performance. There are
also FlexiWork Jackets for

Shorts are a summer solution

Pumping up record sales

Combining four-way stretch fabric that delivers
working comfort all day with street-smart, slim-fit
designs, Snickers Work Shorts are great for grafting in
the warmer months.
These lightweight garments feature a body-mapping
design and are made from a self-ventilating stretch
fabric with CORDURA® reinforcements for durability.
The Men’s FLEXIWork lightweight work shorts
come with flexible gusset seams and also have easyto-access holster pockets with zip compartments, an
expandable stretch cargo pocket and a ruler pocket.
The AllRoundWork Women’s multi-purpose, slim-fit
shorts have four-way stretch panels in the right places
for consistent comfort, practical pockets for optimal
functionality and great freedom of movement.
They’re a must for professional
tradesmen and women
who rely on their gear in
demanding environments.

Salamander Pumps,
one of the UK’s leading
manufacturers of
domestic water pumps,
has announced another
record year of sales of
its best-selling CT Xtra
shower pump range over
the last year.
Sales of the range
have increased by more
than 30% over the last
12 months.
The range provides
a quiet and effective
solution for boosting
water performance
for a single shower or
hot or cold tap. It was
awarded the Quiet
Mark by the Noise
Abatement Society after
independent testing
confirmed that CT Xtra
pumps are amongst the
quietest available.
The compact pumps

For more information, call
01484 854788, check out www.
snickersworkwear.co.uk and
download a digital catalogue or
email sales@hultaforsgroup.co.uk
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superb comfort and
weather-proofing if
you’re always on the
move and LiteWork
Jackets that keep
you feeling cool in
warm weather.
Check out Snickers
Workwear jackets and
find the one to suit
you – wherever you are,
whatever you need,
whatever you’re doing.

also offer an easy
installation process,
included with a threeyear warranty, and
are readily available at
plumbing merchants
and wholesalers across
the country.
For more information
about the CT Xtra range, visit
www.salamanderpumps.co.uk/
range/ct-xtra/1
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Plumbing and Heating’s training
programmes are helping to boost skills
and giving staff the chance to shine

Supporting
success
stories
Plumbing and Heating,
part of the Travis Perkins
Group, offers 38 different
apprenticeship programmes
across the business
From Branch Counter to
Management, it has an
apprenticeship to suit many
of its colleagues across the
P & H team and actively drives
take-up through regular
communications, webinars
and colleague briefings.
One of its most recent success
stories is Chris McKenna. Chris
joined the team in a warehouse
role in 2016, having previously
worked in management in food
retail. He was ambitious and was
looking for a change of career in a
new sector.
Chris started his career in
PTS Newbridge, the largest
contacts branch in Scotland.
He showed a great work ethic
and an aptitude for the role and
warehouse operation from the
start. He was keen to take on extra
responsibility and embraced any
training opportunities, which saw
him given the responsibility of
Goods In Team Leader by
January 2018.
He continued in this role until
June 2019, when he wanted a
new challenge. A suitable role
appeared within the branch as
Stock Champion and Chris’s
experience and willingness
to take on new roles and
responsibilities made him a

stand-out choice to fill this role.
Chris was keen to continue
formal training and, as part of
the preparation to help transition
into an office role, he was also put
forward for the Level 3 Managing
A Team Apprenticeship where,
for his main project, he chose
to reorganise the warehouse to
help both the Goods In Team and
help with picking products. He
proved to his Branch Manager
and Regional Director that he
could invest money in racking,
which would result in better
productivity and therefore save
the business money. This plan was
implemented and the business
has seen the benefits.
Chris has since moved into
an office role and his main
responsibility is stock control,
where he has made a difference
by reducing dead stock charges
and ensuring the correct stock
levels, which has resulted in
a saving for dead stock and
packing costs.
Chris has recently been
shortlisted in the prestigious

Chris has taken on
more responsibility
as his career has
progressed

Career highlights
● Distinction on Apprenticeship Scheme
● Reducing pick costs in branch
● Reducing deadstock charges
● Reducing PDH costs and improved
stock availability
● Promotion to branch stock controller

Builders Merchant Federation
2021 Awards as one of three
finalists in the Trainee of the Year
category. The ceremony will take
place in May 2021.
Kevin Dermidy, Regional
Director Scotland, said: “Chris
has shown real potential since
he joined the team at PTS
Newbridge. Starting in the
warehouse he always showed
enthusiasm for the role and a
willingness to learn, which has
helped him progress.
“The apprenticeship has really
helped him focus, expand his
knowledge and experience, as
well as making a real difference
to the business. The project that
has been highlighted is one of the
many contributions he has made
that has saved the business time,
money and made it an even safer
environment to work in. I am
sure we will see Chris continue
to grow his career within the
P&H Division.”
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Launched to bring
performance and value to the
trade user, the Spectre range
has been expanded to include
even more products designed
to make the tradesperson’s
life just that little bit easier.
As well as the popular Spectre
Advanced Multi-Purpose
Wood and Timber Fixing
Screws, which incorporate a
long list of features often only
found in premium screws,
a comprehensive range of
holesaws and screwdriver bits
has been added.
The Spectre range of
screwdriver bits, for instance,
includes nut drivers, bit holders
and bit sets covering Pozi, Torx
and Philips in 25mm and 50mm
lengths. The screwdriver bits are
manufactured from two-stage
hardened steel for exceptional
high strength and durability.
The bits are also shock and wear
proof with precision machined
tips – ideal for the rigours of use
and accuracy needed out on site.
Holesaws are also now a
key part of the range too, ideal
for drilling in pipework and
cabling installations as well
as for cutting wood, plastics,
plasterboard, stainless and mild
steel. The bi-metal holesaws are
instantly recognisable, thanks
to the yellow and black Spectre
branding, and have hardened
steel teeth for a killer bite and
fast, smooth, clean cuts. As
with all of the brand’s products,
advanced features are included
as standard and these holesaws
are no different – they are
heat and wear resistance for a
prolonged life. Spectre also offer
a selection of quality arbors too.
To make life even easier for
the trade, Spectre has also
launched a nine-piece set for
plumbers and electricians
and a 16-piece universal
set of holesaws. They are
all packaged in a smart,
aluminium carrying case.
More products are being
launched by the company
and the range is available
from builders’ merchants
across the UK. For product
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The Spectre range will make
life easier for busy workers

Tough enough
for any task
Spectre delivers more than just screws, with
screwdrivers and holesaws designed to make
your working life easier
For more details
on the Spectre
range visit www.
spectreadvanced.
com

information and giveaways,
the trade can follow the brand
and review its range on its
social media channels.
Spectre is the fixings brand
with the tough name that brings
performance and value to the
trade user.

Backed by quality and
know-how, Spectre screws
are available in all the sizes
you need to get the job done.
With unique user friendly and
sustainable packaging, Spectre
means exceptional screws and
exceptional value for money.

PROZONE

Renewable liquid fuels secure low
carbon future for oil heated homes
It’s a decisive year for liquid
fuels as governments in
Scotland and Northern Ireland
continue to shape plans on how
emissions from home heating
will be cut.
With the Scottish Heat and
Buildings Strategy open for
consultation and the NI Energy
Strategy due later this year,
OFTEC is lobbying hard to ensure
a technology neutral approach
to heat policy is adopted that
includes renewable liquid fuels in
the mix. Trials of a renewable fuel
called Hydrotreated Vegetable Oil
(HVO) are currently under way in
both jurisdictions. Initial results
show HVO, which is certified as
sustainable, offers a near drop
in replacement for kerosene at
a fraction of the upfront cost

associated with governments’
preferred solutions, namely heat
pumps and biomass boilers.
Crucially, HVO offers an
immediate 88% reduction in carbon
emissions over kerosene, exceeding
the cuts that heat pumps can
achieve until electricity supply is
more fully decarbonised. This isn’t
likely to be until the late 2030s.
A renewable liquid fuel solution
also means consumers living in
poorly insulated homes – some
65% of oil heated property
owners in the UK and over half
in NI Ireland – do not need to
make the additional expensive
and disruptive improvements to
their homes that are required for
effective heat pump use.
This is particularly important
after months of Covid-19

related financial uncertainty.
If governments are serious about
immediate carbon reductions in
the off-grid sector, then a move to
include renewable liquid fuels in
the future energy mix is a win-win
for all concerned. As a member of
the Northern Ireland Heat Strategy
Group, and Scotland Heat Advisory
Group, OFTEC will continue
lobbying both governments to
ensure that consumers are offered
this simple solution to decarbonise
their homes.

Renewable liquid
fuels can help
solve the off-grid
decarbonisation
challenge

By OFTEC CEO
Paul Rose

To find out more
about OFTEC’s
work, please visit
www.oftec.org
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Go with
the flow
Neoperl’s range of UK-made flow
regulators can help everyone play
their part in saving water
Flow regulators are devices
that control the flow of
water through our household
appliances. They are
manufactured here in the UK
by Neoperl and are made in
hundreds of sizes that can
now be retro fitted to taps and
showers throughout the home.
No excuses – everyone can now
do their bit to save water and
the energy that heats it.
Most taps will already include
a flow control device at the end
of the spout and it’s often only
when in situ that one can identify
whether the flow is too strong.
We’ve all experienced a splashing
cloakroom tap for instance where
the flow is too fast for a smaller
basin. Now the incumbent device
can be easily removed and replaced
with one that reduces the flow
to a comfortable level. The same
with showers: a valve shower often
delivers far too much water and
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even a slight reduction adds
up to a substantial water saving
over the year.
Regardless of the prevalent
water pressure, a flow regulator
maintains a consistent water
stream at the chosen flow rate.
A typical flow regulator consists
of three components: a housing, a
seating area and a precision-ring.
The flow is determined by the
interaction between the seating
area and the o-ring. As water flows
through the device at a higher or
lower pressure, the shape of the
o-ring changes to restrict or release
the flow of water.
This is demonstrated
really clearly at youtu.be/
TktKkFck2cM
Now is the time to look at
our own homes and advise our
clients on this easy water saving
win. As our clients spend more
time working from home and
adding home improvements in

abundance, why not take the
opportunity to talk with them
about saving water too? Especially
as we are all spending so much
more time washing our hands
resulting in many thousands more
litres of water being washed down
the plug hole.
It’s a really affordable solution
to retro fit a flow regulator.
Most consumers could do it
themselves with a little advice.
They simply need to be aware
that flow regulators exist, obtain
the right advice as to which
regulator to fit to retain adequate
performance and purchase a
simple tool to fit it.

Saving water is
made easy by
choosing the
right products

PROZONE

Another bright idea

Makita launches new self-righting LED light that’s
perfect for even the busiest sites
Makita has launched a new
self-balancing area site light
– the latest addition to its
range of LED site lighting
solutions. The DML810
18V Self Righting Site
Light LXT delivers up to
5,500 lumens (lm) and 360
degree illumination with
the option for corded or
cordless operation.
The self-balancing design of
the Makita DML810 means that
it remains upright even when
knocked or bumped, making
it ideal for busy sites. The 202
super luminous daylight white
LEDs provide high quality
illumination without the heat of
halogens or incandescent lights.
It features three operation
modes, high (5,500 lm), medium
(3,000 lm) or low (1,500 lm),
and three illumination direction
modes – full 360 degrees or 180
degrees to the left or right.
For versatility, the DML810
offers corded or cordless
operation and utilises two
Makita 18V LXT Lithium-Ion
batteries, using one battery at
a time. This means the light
delivers up to 15 hours of
continuous illumination on low
with two 5.0Ah 18V batteries,
and more than three hours on
high. When using AC power, the
batteries function as a power
back up to keep the area lit if

the power fails. This durable
light unit is 787mm high and
420mm wide and is both dust
and water resistant, with an
IP54 rating when using
battery power.
It is also possible to connect
up to eight units together using
the AC inlets and outlets to
deliver light across the whole
job site area. Convenient
carrying handles and a balanced

To find out
more about the
Makita DML810
18V Self Righting
Site Light and
the full Makita
range visit www.
makitauk.com

side position allow for easy
movement, transportation
and storage.
With more than 270
products compatible with
Makita’s Lithium-ion LXT
battery technology, it is one
of the largest battery/cordless
platforms in the world. This
allows users to use just one
battery type and seamlessly
swap between different pieces
of equipment as required.
Lyndsey Bailey, Assistant
Product Manager at Makita
UK, said: “The DML810 18V
Self Righting Site Light has
been engineered to provide a
robust, durable and versatile
lighting solution that is suitable
for the toughest site conditions.
The high-quality illumination
makes work easier and safer,
especially as the LEDs eliminate
the hazards associated with
the heat of halogen and
incandescent lights.”

The new site light
will remain upright
even if it’s knocked
or bumped
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Heat pump
help with Grant
UK videos
Grant UK has released
a new series of air source
heat pump videos which
are now available to
view on their YouTube
channel. Comprising 18
videos divided into three
playlists, the videos have
been developed to assist
both heating engineers
and end-users.
Air source heat pumps
are growing in popularity
with both consumers
and their installers
selecting this renewable
technology to achieve
sustainable heating
systems in homes. To
help customers develop
their understanding of
heat pumps, how they
work and what factors
help them to perform
at their best, Grant
UK has developed
a series of video
tutorials. Each
video addresses
a particular
question to
provide clear,
concise and
informative
answers,
allowing viewers
to select and
watch the
content which
is most relevant
to them.
These short
videos are split across
three playlists. One
features 11 videos all
about the Aerona³ heat
pump controller. From
programming through to
fault finding, it’s a great
resource for installers
and their customers.
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Seal the deal
with new Ultimate
All-in-One

A second playlist
contains a tutorial which
covers the processes and
steps involved in setting
up and commissioning
a heat pump. A final
playlist centres around
the customer handover
of a heat pump system
– the topics covered
include controlling
the system, radiator
temperature, airflow,
servicing, water pressure
and system water.

The sealant
now includes
anti-mould as
standard

View the playlists at www.
youtube.com/MyGrantUK

The videos
provide valuable
information
and advice

HB42 Ultimate All-inOne Sealant & Adhesive
is designed to meet the
complex demands of the
construction industry
and now comes in a
new improved formula
which includes antimould as standard.
It’s based on advanced
hybrid polymer technology,
making this trade-strength
sealant and adhesive an
outstanding performer
across a wide range of
industrial applications.
Solvent free and available
in a range of colours, HB42
Ultimate All-in-One Sealant
& Adhesive can be used
inside and outdoors, in the
wet or dry. Odourless, food
safe and recognised for its
very low emissions, HB42 is
one of the safest all-in-one
sealants on the market. The
added anti-mould formula
is important to minimise
callbacks for the trade
working in bathrooms, wet

rooms, or other areas where
moisture may be present.
“The new improved
formula is perfect for snag
lists, sealing, fixing and
mending and has an added
peace of mind in terms of
mould resistance,” explains
Scarlet McAleese-Banks,
Co-Managing Director of
HB42. “The sealant holds
2.24 kg/cm², it’s elastic
and has stretchability up
to 300%, making it easy
to work with. It does not
shrink, it skins in only
10mins, and is fully cured in
24 hours.”
The product is also
available in sustainable
Eco-Foils, which reduce
landfill waste by 95% when
compared to traditional
plastic cartridges.

For more
details visit
www.hb42.
co.uk
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MACXSEAL is
perfect for a wide
variety of jobs

McAlpine Plumbing
Products, the Glasgow-based
manufacturer of premium
quality plumbing products,
has launched MACXSEAL –
the only sealant and adhesive
tested and approved for use on
its own products.
MACXSEAL does not cause any
degradation of plastic plumbing
products, unlike some products
which are acetoxy, causing
plastic to splinter and break. This
breakdown leads in turn to stress
cracking and leaks.
“Our reputation is built on not
compromising on the quality of
our products. We test them to
destruction. We decided to test
sealants and adhesives, to see what
would work best with our range
– and that’s when we decided to
invest in our own,” explains Ross
McAlpine of McAlpine Plumbing
Products. “MACXSEAL carries
the McAlpine name for a reason,
it’s a sealant you can trust to get
the job done.”
MACXSEAL’s powerful
formula sticks, seals and fills
without damaging McAlpine
products, and bonds, cures and

Tried
and trusted
McAlpine Plumbing launch the only sealant and
adhesive approved for use on their own products
For more
details visit
www.mcalpine
plumbing.com/
macxseal

seals quickly. MACXSEAL works
fast, has a high strength grab and
is resistant to UV radiation and
general weathering. It is available
in Brilliant White and Super Clear
and unlike sealants with a lower
specification, it will not discolour
or turn yellow over time.
MACXSEAL is a hybrid
polymer, solvent-free sealant
and adhesive based on the latest
polymer technology. It contains
a fungicide to combat mould
and bacteria growth and once
applied, the cured product has
good abrasion, oil, and solvent
resistance. Used correctly, it will
last more than 20 years.
Thanks to its ‘no compromise’

abilities, MACXSEAL is perfect
for every kind of sealant and
adhesive job. Whatever the
trade or the job in hand, it’s the
only tube of sealant the trade
will ever need. It is perfect for
sealing baths, sinks, vanity units
and toilets, tiles, mirrors, metals,
wood, stone, concrete, marble
and brick. You can even use
MACXSEAL on wet surfaces.
The company promises more
new products and innovations
are in the McAlpine Plumbing
pipeline – all of which will,
like MACXSEAL, meet the
company’s high standards and ‘no
compromise’ stance on quality
and performance.
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